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Development Control B Committee – Agenda

Agenda
8.

Public Forum
Any member of the public or councillor may participate in public forum. The
(Pages 4 - 31)
detailed arrangements for so doing are set out in the Public Information Sheet
at the back of this agenda. Please note that the following deadlines will apply
in relation to this meeting:
Questions:
Written questions must be received three clear working days prior to the
meeting. For this meeting, this means that your question(s) must be received
at the latest by 4.30pm on Friday 9th April 2021.
Petitions and statements:
Petitions and statements must be received by noon on the working day prior
to the meeting. For this meeting, this means that your submission must be
received at the latest by 12pm on Wednesday 14th April 2021.
The statement should be addressed to the Service Director, Legal Services, c/o
The Democratic Services Team, City Hall, 3rd Floor Deanery Wing, College
Green,
P O Box 3176, Bristol, BS3 9FS or email - democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk
Members of the public who wish to present their public forum statement,
question or petition at the zoom meeting must register their interest by giving
at least two clear working days’ notice prior to the meeting by 2pm on
Tuesday 13th April 2021.
PLEASE NOTE THAT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NEW STANDING ORDERS
AGREED BY BRISTOL CITY COUNCIL, YOU MUST SUBMIT EITHER A
STATEMENT, PETITION OR QUESTION TO ACCOMPANY YOUR REGISTER TO
SPEAK.
In accordance with previous practice adopted for people wishing to speak at
Development Control Committees, please note that you may only be allowed
1 minute subject to the number of requests received for the meeting.

Agenda Item 8
Amendment Sheet
15 April 2021
Item 1: - We The Curious One Millenium Square Anchor Road Bristol BS1 5DB

Page
no.

Amendment/additional information

Legal advice note submitted by applicant on assessing impact on heritage assets.

Note on assessing
impact on heritage assets.PDF

5 further comments received from the public in support of the application.

Item 2: - Land At Astry Close Bristol BS11 0RB
Page
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Amendment/additional information
No amendments
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We The Curious, Millennium Square
Application to construct a moving observational tower
(The Bristol Arc)
Refs: 20.04474/F and 20/04475/LA
Note on Balancing impact on Heritage Assets and Public Benefits

The Approach to Harm
1.

Any planning application for development which will affect a listed building or its setting must
be assessed in accordance with the requirements of section 66 of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. This requires a local planning authority to have
special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any feature of
special architectural or historic interest which is possesses.

2.

A similar duty exists where the proposed development will be within a conservation area
where section 72 of the same Act requires that special attention shall be paid to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area.

3.

The courts have considered these duties many times and have held that the duty to preserve
a building or its setting and the duty to preserve the character or appearance of a
conservation area are subject to the same tests.

4.

The term preserving, used in both section 66 and section 72, has been defined as doing no
harm. This does not mean that there are no circumstances where development may be
permitted where it is agreed that some harm will be caused. A further guidance on this is
given in section 16 of the NPPF and also in the Historic Environment chapter of the Planning
Practice Guidance (PPG).

5.

Paragraph 193 of the NPPF emphasises that when considering the impact of proposed
development on what the PPG calls “heritage assets”, great weight should be given to the
conservation (or preservation) of those assets. and the more important an asset (i.e. the
higher its listing grade) then the greater the weight that should be attached to its
conservation.

6.

Paragraph 194 states that any harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset
whether from its alteration, destruction or from development within its setting, should require
clear and convincing justification.

7.

The NPPF identifies two levels of harm: substantial harm and less than substantial harm.
The courts have made it clear that there is no spectrum of degree of harm within the less
than substantial harm category but, as explained above, the more important a heritage asset
is, the greater the weight to be attached to its preservation or the preservation of its setting,
irrespective of whether the harm caused is substantial or less than substantial.

8.

The NPPF gives separate guidance on the approach that should be taken when determining
an application where the harm is assessed as substantial and where it is assessed as less
than substantial. In this case, the degree of harm to the setting of listed buildings, including
the Grade I Cathedral and Grade II* former Abbey Buildings, the works to the Grade II listed
Engine Shed and the effect on the identified Conservation Areas has been assessed as less
than substantial.

8.

Paragraph 196 of the NPPF applies where the harm is assessed as less than substantial.
This requires that in determining the planning application the less than substantial harm must
be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.
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Public Benefits
9.

The NPPF itself does not define what public benefits are for this purpose. Further guidance
is given in the Historic Environment Chapter of the PPG. This refers to anything which
delivers the economic, social or environmental objectives of sustainable development
described in paragraph 8 of the NPPF. Those objectives are defined in paragraph 8 of the
NPPF as follows:(a) Economic - to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy
(b) Social - to support, vibrant and healthy communities
(c) Environmental - to contribute to protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic
environment.

10. The PPG makes clear that the public benefits must flow from the development and must be
of a nature or scale that would benefit the public at large but these benefits do not always
have to be visible or accessible to the public or to all sections of the public to be genuine
public benefits.

The Balancing Exercise Between Harm and Public Benefit
11. The courts have held that the duty imposed by section 66, referred to above, is complied
with if the harm caused to the listed buildings or their setting or to a conservation area is
assessed as being not as significant as the benefits which the proposed development will
bring. This is the balancing exercise which paragraph 196 of the NPPF requires is carried
out when deciding whether or not planning permission should be granted.
12. Where, as here, the harm has been assessed as less than substantial, it is Committee’s duty
to consider whether the public benefits of the development would be sufficient to outweigh
the less than substantial harm identified. Those public benefits include the economic,
educational and socio economic benefits identified in the documents supporting the planning
application and to be secured by a planning condition requiring the submission of a Social
Innovation and Inclusion Plan to be approved by the local planning authority before the
development opens for public use. Only if the Committee considers that those benefits are
substantial enough to outweigh the identified less than substantial harm should planning
permission be granted.
13. The balancing exercise described above is a matter of planning judgement to be made by
the local planning authority, in this case the Development Control Committee. Provided that
the Committee considers that the public benefits are of such weight that they would outweigh
the presumption against development which causes harm and that balancing exercise has
clearly been carried out, then the courts will not intervene to quash the decision because it is
a matter of planning judgement for the decision-maker, not for the courts.

The Role of Historic England
14. There was a duty to consult with Historic England on this application because the proposed
development had the potential to affect the setting of Grade I and Grade II* listed buildings.
However, although its assessment of the effect of the proposed development and the degree
of harm caused is important (and in this case it also assessed the harm as less than
substantial), the final decision whether planning permission should be granted or refused is
one for the Development Control Committee. Provided that the Committee carries out the
balancing exercise properly, as described above, it is entitled to reach a different conclusion
from both Historic England and to its officers on the weight to be attached to the public
benefits and when exercising its planning judgement.
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15. The development proposals do not involve works to a grade I or a grade II(*) building nor do
they involve any demolition of a grade II building. Therefore, Historic England cannot ask
that the application is referred to the Secretary of State (for a full explanation see footnote
below). This means that the only way that Historic England could challenge the decision
would be the same method by which any other person or group would challenge the
decision, namely by judicial review. Provided that the balancing exercise is carried out
correctly, then, as explained above, the courts will not interfere with the exercise of that
planning judgement.

Karen Howe
Karen Howe
DAC Beachcroft LLP
12 April 2021

Footnote to paragraph 15
*

PPG Historic Environment Table 5 Paragraph: 069 Reference ID: 18a-069-20190723 sets out
the circumstances when an application must be referred to the Secretary of State.
Section 13 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires applications
for listed building consent which a local planning authority intends to grant to be referred to the
Secretary of State in accordance with directions he may issue under section 15. Listed
building consent is only required where works are to be carried out to a listed building (i.e.
works of demolition, alteration or extension see sections 7 and 8 Planning (Listed Buildings
and Conservation Areas) Act 1990).
The current directions issued by the Secretary of are the Arrangements for handling heritage
applications – notification to Historic England and National Amenity Societies and the
Secretary of State (England) Direction 2015.
In this case no works are proposed to the Grade I and II* buildings. Historic England was a
consultee on the application in respect of the Grade I and II* buildings because the
development would affect the setting of grade I and II* buildings (Regulation 5A(1)(a) and
5A(3) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Regulations 1990). Listed
building consent is not required for works which affecting the setting of a listed building.
The only works requiring listed building consent are those to the Grade II listed Engine Shed.
Article 5 of the Arrangements for handling heritage applications – notification to Historic
England and National Amenity Societies and the Secretary of State (England) Direction 2015
removes the requirement to refer applications for listed building consent to the Secretary of
State where the works are “excluded works”, as defined by Article 2, even if Historic England
has objected. “Excluded works” are any works to Grade II buildings which do not involve
demolition. No demolition is proposed in this case. The works to the Engine Shed are
therefore excluded works.

140827765_1
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Development Control Committee A

Public Forum
D C Committee B (Remote)
15 April at 6pm
1.

Members of the Development Control Committee B

Councillors: Tom Brook (Chair), Richard Eddy (Vice-Chair), Lesley Alexander, Stephen
Clarke, Mike Davies, Fi Hance, Chris Jackson, Olly Mead, Nicola Bowden-Jones and
Sultan Khan
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Development Control Committee A

Statements/Petitions
Name
20/04474/F We the Curious, Millennium Square
A1

Donna Speed (We the Curious)

Speaking

A2

Keith Rundle (Bristol BID)

Speaking

A3

Gary Topp (Arnolfini)

Speaking

A4

Stephen Bond (Heritage Places)

Speaking

A5

Karen Howe (DAC Beachcroft)

Speaking

A6

Martin Kendall (Bush Consultancy)

Speaking

A7

Alice Ellis (Arc)

Speaking

A8

Councillor Mark Wright

Speaking

A9

Roger Gimson (Bristol Walking Alliance)

Speaking

A10

David Redgewell

Speaking

19/03660 /F Astry Close, Lawrence Weston
B1

Councillor Jo Sergeant

Speaking

B2

Mark Pepper (Ambition Lawrence Weston)

Speaking

B3

Thomas Beale (Ambition Lawrence Weston)

Speaking

B4

Jamie Siggers (Campbell Reith)

Speaking

B5

Roger Sabido (Lawrence Weston NPF)

Speaking

B6

Sam Goss (Barefoot Architect)

Speaking

B7

Steffie Broer (Bright Green Futures)

Speaking

B8

Amy Smith

Speaking

B9

Councillor Don Alexander

Speaking
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STATEMENT A1 – Donna Speed
Dear Councillors
In the year before the pandemic, We The Curious welcomed 54,000 school children and 6,500 of
Bristol’s most marginalised residents through our doors. Not everyone realises we are an
educational charity, with a mission to create an inclusive culture of curiosity
Arc could give us the resources to double those numbers. Arc has committed to reinvesting 10 per
cent of its profits into free and subsidised tickets, and to working with us to make it as easy as
possible for all communities to access and be inspired by Arc.
Arc’s proposal for the guides to represent our communities and the makeup of the City, to tell their
own stories of Bristol, helping celebrate the rich diversity of our city is consistent with our values.
The pandemic has been difficult for We The Curious. Being closed for a full year has had a major
impact on us, with significant redundancies and a loss of £3.4 million revenue.
We need a really robust and sustainable way out of this difficult situation, and Arc is the ideal
opportunity to that. It would attract an additional 250,000 paying visitors to Harbourside, who
would spend an estimated £13.3 million each year.
The additional spending would also support staff working in the Harbourside bars, cafes and
restaurants - many of whom are young people, who have been particularly hard-hit by the economic
impact of the pandemic.
I fully agree with your education and economic regeneration officers who support Arc, which would
bring huge benefits to the city, and an opportunity to get all Bristol residents engaged with science
and engineering. So, please approve this application.
Yours faithfully
Donna Speed, chief executive, We The Curious
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STATEMENT A2 – Keith Rundle
Dear Councillors
Has there ever been a time when investment in the city centre is more needed?
It is a massive relief that restrictions are being slowly lifted and visitors are returning to the city
centre, starting a recovery, one careful step at a time.
But the economic impact of the pandemic has been brutal.
Not just on businesses, jobs and people’s livelihoods, but on the cultural heart of our city.
We The Curious is among a cluster of extremely important attractions, which not only create income
for the city, but which play an important role in education, especially breaking down gender and
cultural barriers in science.
Arc would bring new annual spending of £13.3 million, creating 70-80 direct new jobs and a further
370 indirect jobs.
This spending will particularly benefit the city centre’s hospitality industry, which has been
extremely hard hit, and which employs many young people who have paid a disproportionately highprice economically during the lockdown.
This project resonates with Bristol's reputation for being at the forefront of technological innovation
and engineering excellence.
Arc would further expand the Harbourside cluster of amazing visitor attractions, and would help put
Bristol further on the international map.
And we should wholeheartedly welcome Arc to We The Curious and Millennium Square.
Thank you.
Keith Rundle
Bristol City Centre BID, Operations Director
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STATEMENT A3 – Gary Topp
Dear Councillors
I am writing to support the proposal for the Arc at We The Curious.
The Arc can be an important next step in ensuring that the harbourside places creativity and
innovation at the heart of its community and visitor economy offer and extends the long term
process of renewal and change that Arnolfini helped to catalyse in the 1970’s.
The role of culture and creativity in Bristol, and the wider city region, will be central in its future
economic success and a flagship innovation, such as the Arc, located in collaboration with We The
Curious, will add further to the already successful cluster of cultural institutions that characterise the
Harbourside.
The Arc has every potential to encourage more visitors and more communities to experience the
harbourside as a place of learning, enjoyment and public shared space and build a city centre
environment that is inclusive, ambitious and welcoming to all.
The Arc also adds to the remarkable engineering creativity of the city region and local environment
already celebrated through existing structures such as SS Great Britain, the historic cranes and the
contemporary architecture of Pero’s bridge. The physical form of the Arc, its high visibility and its
technology led innovation, can all further amplify the existing urban form and history of the
harbourside.
I believe there have been discussions with the Council about where else Arc might be located in
Bristol…but why would not put it in Millennium Square? It is the perfect location, at the heart of our
city.
The past 13 months have been extremely difficult and the city is just starting its slow recovery from
the pandemic.
Arc is perfectly timed, not just because of the significant income and wide interest it would
generate, but because it is also a wonderful metaphor as the city recovers and we build on our
exceptional cultural and creative assets to drive necessary economic and social change at this
important time.
Thank you.
Gary Topp
Executive director
Arnolfini
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STATEMENT A4 – Stephen Bond
Dear Councillors
I am writing in support of this application for a unique glass viewing cabin at We The Curious.
For context, I am a heritage adviser, including to UNESCO, Government departments, agencies and
local authorities, and provide heritage training, including to Historic England officers. I am advising
the applicant on this scheme.
Officers have recommended you refuse this application for one reason: harm to the significance of
heritage assets in its environs.
It is accepted by all parties that less than substantial harm to the significance of some heritage assets
in the vicinity will result from Arc. In my professional opinion, there are two questions to consider:
What level of harm is involved?
By far the greater part of the significance of each and every heritage asset (including the Cathedral)
will remain unaffected by Arc’s presence and operation.
In short, it is for this reason that the heritage statement and addendum place the level of harm for
each heritage asset as midway or lower on the sliding scale that is ‘less than substantial’ harm. This
has to be the correct analysis, in the circumstances..
Do the benefits outweigh the harm?
It is very evident that Arc will deliver a range of exceptional public benefits that includes
considerable heritage benefits. In my view, those heritage benefits have been undervalued by
Historic England and officers.
In terms of heritage enhancements, I agree with comments from both the Dean of Bristol Cathedral,
the Very Reverend Mandy Ford, and the Cathedral’s highly-respected historian, Jon Cannon, who
welcome the proposals.
As the Dean said: “A flight in Arc will show a fabulous new view of the Cathedral to visitors and the
people of Bristol, which…will become a vital addition to our promotion of the Cathedral, its history
and its mission. The Cathedral has successfully navigated 860 years of change and we need to look to
the future, embracing whatever the 21st Century will bring, welcoming beneficial changes like Arc.”
And, as Jon Cannon said: ‘the elegance, attenuation, and relatively temporary nature of the [Arc]
structure, plus the fact that it only intrudes on any view for brief periods of time, mitigate [harm].’
Yours faithfully,
Dr Stephen Bond
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STATEMENT A5 – Karen Howe
Dear Committee Members,
Application by We the Curious to construct a moving observational tower (the Bristol Arc) in
Millennium Square (20/04474/F and 20/04475/LA)
As a planning solicitor instructed by Arc Global Limited to advise in relation to this application, I have
provided advice to the applicant including in relation to the question of the Council’s legal position
should committee members overturn the officer’s recommendation and approve these applications.
Attached to this brief letter is my legal opinion. Can I please draw your attention in particular to two
points:
1. Given Bristol City Council officers and Historic England have assessed the harm as less than
substantial you must decide if the public benefits outweigh the harm (please see my points 9 &
10);
2. If you agree with the applicant that the benefits do outweigh the harm, your decision will hold.
The application cannot be referred to the Secretary of State, nor would that be a reason to allow
your decision to be successfully challenged through judicial review (please see my point 15).
Yours faithfully,
Karen Howe
Legal Director
of DAC Beachcroft
Note on Balancing impact on Heritage Assets and Public Benefits
The Approach to Harm
1. Any planning application for development which will affect a listed building or its setting must
be assessed in accordance with the requirements of section 66 of the Planning (Listed
Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. This requires a local planning authority to have
special regard to the desirability of preserving the building or its setting or any feature of
special architectural or historic interest which is possesses.
2. A similar duty exists where the proposed development will be within a conservation area
where section 72 of the same Act requires that special attention shall be paid to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that area.
3. The courts have considered these duties many times and have held that the duty to preserve
a building or its setting and the duty to preserve the character or appearance of a
conservation area are subject to the same tests.
4. The term preserving, used in both section 66 and section 72, has been defined as doing no
harm. This does not mean that there are no circumstances where development may be
permitted where it is agreed that some harm will be caused. A further guidance on this is
given in section 16 of the NPPF and also in the Historic Environment chapter of the Planning
Practice Guidance (PPG).
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5. Paragraph 193 of the NPPF emphasises that when considering the impact of proposed
development on what the PPG calls “heritage assets”, great weight should be given to the
conservation (or preservation) of those assets. and the more important an asset (i.e. the
higher its listing grade) then the greater the weight that should be attached to its
conservation.
6. Paragraph 194 states that any harm to the significance of a designated heritage asset
whether from its alteration, destruction or from development within its setting, should require
clear and convincing justification.
7. The NPPF identifies two levels of harm: substantial harm and less than substantial harm.
The courts have made it clear that there is no spectrum of degree of harm within the less
than substantial harm category but, as explained above, the more important a heritage asset
is, the greater the weight to be attached to its preservation or the preservation of its setting,
irrespective of whether the harm caused is substantial or less than substantial.
8. The NPPF gives separate guidance on the approach that should be taken when determining
an application where the harm is assessed as substantial and where it is assessed as less
than substantial. In this case, the degree of harm to the setting of listed buildings, including
the Grade I Cathedral and Grade II* former Abbey Buildings, the works to the Grade II listed
Engine Shed and the effect on the identified Conservation Areas has been assessed as less
than substantial.
8. Paragraph 196 of the NPPF applies where the harm is assessed as less than substantial.
This requires that in determining the planning application the less than substantial harm must
be weighed against the public benefits of the proposal.
Public Benefits
9. The NPPF itself does not define what public benefits are for this purpose. Further guidance
is given in the Historic Environment Chapter of the PPG. This refers to anything which
delivers the economic, social or environmental objectives of sustainable development
described in paragraph 8 of the NPPF. Those objectives are defined in paragraph 8 of the
NPPF as follows:(a) Economic - to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy
(b) Social - to support, vibrant and healthy communities
(c) Environmental - to contribute to protecting and enhancing the natural, built and historic
environment.
10. The PPG makes clear that the public benefits must flow from the development and must be
of a nature or scale that would benefit the public at large but these benefits do not always
have to be visible or accessible to the public or to all sections of the public to be genuine
public benefits.
The Balancing Exercise Between Harm and Public Benefit
11. The courts have held that the duty imposed by section 66, referred to above, is complied
with if the harm caused to the listed buildings or their setting or to a conservation area is
assessed as being not as significant as the benefits which the proposed development will
bring. This is the balancing exercise which paragraph 196 of the NPPF requires is carried
out when deciding whether or not planning permission should be granted.
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12. Where, as here, the harm has been assessed as less than substantial, it is Committee’s duty
to consider whether the public benefits of the development would be sufficient to outweigh
the less than substantial harm identified. Those public benefits include the economic,
educational and socio economic benefits identified in the documents supporting the planning
application and to be secured by a planning condition requiring the submission of a Social
Innovation and Inclusion Plan to be approved by the local planning authority before the
development opens for public use. Only if the Committee considers that those benefits are
substantial enough to outweigh the identified less than substantial harm should planning
permission be granted.
13. The balancing exercise described above is a matter of planning judgement to be made by
the local planning authority, in this case the Development Control Committee. Provided that
the Committee considers that the public benefits are of such weight that they would outweigh
the presumption against development which causes harm and that balancing exercise has
clearly been carried out, then the courts will not intervene to quash the decision because it is
a matter of planning judgement for the decision-maker, not for the courts.
The Role of Historic England
14. There was a duty to consult with Historic England on this application because the proposed
development had the potential to affect the setting of Grade I and Grade II* listed buildings.
However, although its assessment of the effect of the proposed development and the degree
of harm caused is important (and in this case it also assessed the harm as less than
substantial), the final decision whether planning permission should be granted or refused is
one for the Development Control Committee. Provided that the Committee carries out the
balancing exercise properly, as described above, it is entitled to reach a different conclusion
from both Historic England and to its officers on the weight to be attached to the public
benefits and when exercising its planning judgement.
15. The development proposals do not involve works to a grade I or a grade II(*) building nor do
they involve any demolition of a grade II building. Therefore, Historic England cannot ask
that the application is referred to the Secretary of State (for a full explanation see footnote
below). This means that the only way that Historic England could challenge the decision
would be the same method by which any other person or group would challenge the
decision, namely by judicial review. Provided that the balancing exercise is carried out
correctly, then, as explained above, the courts will not interfere with the exercise of that
planning judgement.
Karen Howe
DAC Beachcroft LLP
12 April 2021
Footnote to paragraph 15
* PPG Historic Environment Table 5 Paragraph: 069 Reference ID: 18a-069-20190723 sets out
the circumstances when an application must be referred to the Secretary of State.
Section 13 Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 requires applications
for listed building consent which a local planning authority intends to grant to be referred to the
Secretary of State in accordance with directions he may issue under section 15. Listed
building consent is only required where works are to be carried out to a listed building (i.e.
works of demolition, alteration or extension see sections 7 and 8 Planning (Listed Buildings
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and Conservation Areas) Act 1990).
The current directions issued by the Secretary of are the Arrangements for handling heritage
applications – notification to Historic England and National Amenity Societies and the
Secretary of State (England) Direction 2015.
In this case no works are proposed to the Grade I and II* buildings. Historic England was a
consultee on the application in respect of the Grade I and II* buildings because the
development would affect the setting of grade I and II* buildings (Regulation 5A(1)(a) and
5A(3) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Regulations 1990). Listed
building consent is not required for works which affecting the setting of a listed building.
The only works requiring listed building consent are those to the Grade II listed Engine Shed.
Article 5 of the Arrangements for handling heritage applications – notification to Historic
England and National Amenity Societies and the Secretary of State (England) Direction 2015
removes the requirement to refer applications for listed building consent to the Secretary of
State where the works are “excluded works”, as defined by Article 2, even if Historic England
has objected. “Excluded works” are any works to Grade II buildings which do not involve
demolition. No demolition is proposed in this case. The works to the Engine Shed are
therefore excluded works.
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STATEMENT A6 – Martin Kendall
Martin Kendall, Director, The Bush Consultancy
Dear Councillors,
I do not represent the applicant, nor do I have any commercial interest in this proposal. However, as
an architect practising in Bristol I felt compelled to speak in support.
Several years ago, we designed the serpentine Castle Bridge (below) connecting Castle Park with
Finzel’s Reach. It has since won awards and appears to be a celebrated part of our city’s fabric.
Like Arc, Castle Bridge was also recommended for refusal, on heritage harm grounds. Committee
members thankfully chose to approve the application.
I think Arc is another excellent example of how contemporary structures can sit comfortably
alongside heritage assets, complementing and contrasting with them.
This is exactly what we want to see in Bristol. The modern and old co-existing, beautifully.
As a designer I cannot wait to rise above Harbourside to see this amazing city from above.
And we should not forget that all cities need investment to thrive. Arc is not only an investment in its
own right, but will also help attract more investment, creating jobs and building prosperity.
Let’s not allow our creative city to shy away from the bold and ambitious, so please say yes to Arc
and yes to the unique and fantastic. Thank you.
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STATEMENT A7 – Alice Ellis
Dear Councillors
We’ve had such an amazing reception from your community. There has been overwhelming support
for Arc, from residents, local businesses, Harbourside visitor attractions, councillors, design experts,
the Cathedral…and most of your officers.
Obviously, we’re hugely disappointed that, after three years of working with the Council - and having
been advised by senior officers that We The Curious is the right location - our application is
recommended for refusal. And clearly we totally disagree that the benefits do not outweigh any
heritage harm.
Among those many benefits are:
➢ Economic: The £13.3 million new spending each year will generate more than 400 new jobs (7080 at Arc/We The Curious) and support the recovery of not just We The Curious, but all businesses
and visitor attractions impacted by COVID. Arc requires no public money at all;
➢ Social: we’ll reinvest 10 per cent of our profits into free & subsidised tickets; we’ll work with We
The Curious to open the doors to as many children and adults as possible, from all communities, to
help rebalance the education gap; we’ll find and train local guides to tell stories from across the
whole city, encouraging people who might not otherwise visit the Harbourside to come and join in;
as Cllr Stephen Pearce said: “Lots of people currently don’t identify with the harbour at all - Arc will
change that.”
➢ Environmental: we’re totally solar-powered (in fact, we’ll produce more renewable energy than
we need, which We The Curious will use); Arc’s engineering is so quiet it will not be heard; the cabin
docks on top of We The Curious, minimizing any visual ‘harm’; and Arc’s elegant design will add
positively to the city-scape.
Bristol is a creative and dynamic city. When I look around Bristol, particularly Harbourside, it seems
to me to be a city that has always embraced both its past and its future, always open-minded and
curious. It seems very unlike Bristol to say no to something that is new, exciting and beautiful. Even
when the new is different from the old.
Please join our many enthusiastic supporters, and allow us to bring this unique, world-first visitor
attraction to Bristol, before we expand into other wonderful global cities.
Thank you.
Alice Ellis, Project Manager, Arc Bristol
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STATEMENT A8 – Councillor Mark Wright
I wholeheartedly support the plans to create this exceptional attraction on Millennium Square: the
Arc. I believe it will be an exciting addition to Bristol’s skyline, managing the rare feat of being
simultaneously: striking but also unobtrusive. This unique attraction is “very Bristol”. It is a new
and cutting-edge engineering solution that Brunel himself would be delighted to see – a worthy
addition to the city of his Suspension Bridge.
As Bristol starts to exit the economic and social trauma of Covid, we will need both economic
stimulus and cultural inspiration to drag ourselves out of what will inevitably be a deep and painful
recession. The Arc provides both, and will help Bristol on the road to recovery. I note the very
enthusiastic support of the key nearby tourist businesses, who see the big pull that this will have for
visitors to the city.
Clearly the setting of the grade I listed Cathedral will be at the front of many peoples' minds. I
understand the concerns some have in this regard. I personally feel that the Eye is sufficiently far
away form the Cathedral that it will have minimal impact visually over the Cathedral. I also feel
that the impact that it does have is counter-balanced by the exceptional and unique views of the
Cathedral that it will offer passengers. Those who have the most interest in the Cathedral will be
able to take in truly remarkable new views - previously only possible to those in a helicopter - and I
feel that this will enhance understanding and appreciation of the Cathedral.
I do not believe that this installation, which exudes an aura of metallic 'engineering' most akin to the
harbour-side cranes of old and those remaining alongside M-Shed, will harm the industrial setting
and feel of the listed Engine Shed. Indeed, if this futuristic shiny metal structure were to cause harm
to the Engine Shed, then presumably the existing futuristic shiny metal structure right next to the
Engine Shed (the sphere planetarium) has been doing likewise for several decades; yet I have never
heard anyone suggest that. I believe the Arc will complement the planetarium outside We the
Curious, and together they announce Bristol’s engineering past history and future potential.
Finally, given the large number of “skyscrapers” that the Council has recently granted permission
for across the city centre - that I personally find almost all to be extremely obtrusive, inelegant and
generic - I find it hard to believe that serious objection could be brought against the Arc on visual
grounds. The Arc will be a welcome distraction from some of the ugly tall buildings currently being
built in the city. As I said at the start, it is elegant and graceful, and deserves full support.
Dr Mark Wright
Councillor for Hotwells & Harbourside Ward
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STATEMENT A9 – Roger Gimson
Bristol Walking Alliance objected to the original planning application on the grounds of the effect of
the development due to its impact on pedestrians passing through and on people enjoying the
amenities of Millennium Square.
After our objection, the developers revised their application to include further visualisations and
noise assessments. Unfortunately, the visualisation video they made available at
https://vimeo.com/504000759/774281975d omits a critical part of the movement where the
counterweight descends over the heads of those near the water wall feature in the corner of the
Square. In addition, the revised noise assessment appears to be based on spot measurements in the
Square that have been carried out when the background noise was considerably higher than the
initial assessment, though this is not made explicit in the Environmental Noise Assessment Rev 6
report.
In order to reduce the potential impact of the development on the amenity of Millennium Square,
contrary to policies BCS21 and BCS23, we would urge that further consideration is given to whether
(as quoted from the planning officer's report) "its noise, dominance and movement would inhibit
existing use of the pools / water features; its mass and kinetic nature would overshadow and
interrupt people’s experience and enjoyment of Millennium Square".
If the Committee were minded to accept the application, we would advocate taking up the pollution
officer's suggestion that "a condition regarding noise levels in Millennium Square could be added to
the decision notice". Such a condition might take the following form:
"The maximum noise emitted by the Arc mechanism (LAmax) measured at a height of 2m and a
distance of 5m from the base of the Arc, will not exceed the background noise (LA90) measured at
the same spot at times when no events are taking place."
We also believe, despite the opinion of Transport Development Management, that the shared use of
the space beneath the base of the Arc will lead to unacceptable conflict between pedestrians and
faster-moving cyclists, especially given the distraction of the overhead movement of the Arc.
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STATEMENT A10 – David Redgewell
As Tourism is a major employer and is worth 1.5 billion pounds and 600000 jobs.
With the local council and mayoral elections Tourism is major policy in the city and city region.
It is very disappointing that the conservation of Bristol historical harbour should be used as a reason
not a invest in a tourist attraction. The harbour is a beautiful location in south west England that
Bristol city council has invest in over the years. The old goods shed now we the curious has been
adapted from a goods station and this beautiful west country harbour the former city Docks.
Historic England and the Victorian society allowing the harbour to be turned into a museum. It is a
living work place for residents and Tourists alike.
We need economic growth and tourism development in the city as part of Build back better in the
south west. We the curious is a major education centre in south west England. We need to see
more tourist industry investment in Bristol. Tourism is seen as very important in the Mayor’s one city
plan and the economy Board. With the opening up of the city hotels and restaurants on May 17th
and more jobs and employment we would welcome the investment in the Arc it will provide £13.3m
to the local economy. 250 000 visitors to the Harbour and city centre.
At a time when the zoo is moving to Cribbs Causeway in South Gloucestershire. The Arc is on good
public transport routes with park and ride buses stopping at Harbourside and country buses from
Weston super mare x1 x2 Clevedon x6 x7 x4 x5 from Weston super mare, Clevedon and Portishead.
Coach service from Plymouth coach station, Newton Abbot, Exeter, Wellington, Taunton,
Bridgwater, East Brent, Churchill, Bristol Airport and Bristol Harbourside. Ferry services from Bristol
Temple meads and Hotwells. Bus links from Temple meads station.
The Arc is supported by Bristol city centre economy and regeneration officers and Bristol Cathedral
and Destinations Bristol. We would like to see additional public toilets in the Harbourside area. We
would ask the committee to vote in support of this application. Before Bristol harbour is turned into
a museum by Heritage England and the Victorian society. The present Mayor is very supportive of
employment and economic growth and the Tourism industry is very important to Bristol.
David Redgewell south west transport network and Railfuture Severnside.
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STATEMENT B1 – Councillor Jo Sergeant
It can’t be emphasised enough that this is an extremely important project, as it is led by community
in which it is located. Local people desperately need more housing but they need to be the right
homes and Astry Close is providing the right homes for local people.
The Planning Officer recommends rejection of application because of ‘substantial development of
open grass verges’. There are grass verges all over Lawrence Weston, that are poorly managed and
have become mini-quagmires. These represent more of a ‘harm to local appearance’ than the
proposed development at Astry Close. It should also be noted that Lawrence Weston has an
abundance of green space and trees, which make this point of rejection much less valid than for such
a development in other parts of the city.
‘Inadequate standards of amenity for future occupiers’ suggests that there are not large numbers of
people in the local area housed in poor standard privately-rented accommodation or in cramped
blocks of flats with little or no private outside space. The community stakeholder aspect of the
project, with the site owned owned and managed by the local community development trust
(Ambition Lawrence Weston), should ensure that the residents receive maximum benefit from both
private and communal outside space.
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STATEMENT B2 – Mark Pepper
Statement from Mark Pepper, Chair of the Neighbourhood Planning Forum
April 2021
Dear Members of the Committee,
My name is Mark Pepper, I am chair of Lawrence Weston’s Neighbourhood Planning Forum,
Development Manager at Ambition Lawrence Weston, and a lifelong local resident.
The Astry Close housing project is a nationally leading example of Community Led Housing, and a
case study in how housing is simply better when decisions around delivery are put in the hands of
local people and designed to meet local needs.
These proposals have been driven from the grass roots of our community here in Lawrence Weston.
The project itself rose from our community’s own identification of housing needs in the 2013
Community Plan, and a desire that local housing developments reflect local housing needs
(alongside city-wide priorities). Our community also went through a lengthy and inclusive process in
2017 to create a Neighbourhood Development Plan which reflects the community’s needs and views
in its policies. The Astry Close scheme has emerged from this same conversation.
The design presented to you today reflects strong local input and decision-making at every stage,
from the initial housing needs survey, to consultation on final designs. The project has been truly
‘co-designed’ with residents of Lawrence Weston through a series of interactive, participative design
workshops, resident tours of the site as well as other city wide sites, and detailed consultation with
local residents and neighbours.
Residents attended pre-application discussions, and influenced the concessions and design changes
made in response to this useful process. The project was presented to the Local Planning Forum on
a very regular basis, with comments received and incorporated into the proposals. At every stage,
the designs have been modified to reflect local needs, concerns, and most importantly, a local vision
for the community we wish to live in.
As a result, we received 46 statements of support for the scheme from local residents, councillors,
the Planning Forum, and not a single objection.
Of the 30 or more community led housing schemes being developed by groups across the city, Astry
Close is one the strongest in the consistency and depth of the community led approach. It is rightly
held as an exemplar of grassroots leadership and co-design, and has inspired groups and
neighbourhoods across the city – and the UK – to follow suit.
This approach has built a sense of partnership between Lawrence Weston and the city – in line with
the One City approach which calls for communities to participate fully in the civic process to achieve
our shared goals and values. Ambition Lawrence Weston have demonstrated how this approach can
be brought to life with the Astry Close community led housing scheme and I hope the committee will
support our efforts by approving the scheme.
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STATEMENT B3 – Thomas Beale
Statement from Thomas Beale, Astry Close Project Manager
April 2021
Dear Members of the Committee,
My name is Thomas Beale, I am the project manager for Ambition Lawrence Weston.
Lawrence Weston desperately needs more affordable housing for local people, but it also needs
regeneration, investment, and above all the confidence and capacity to support its vision for an even
better community.
The scheme delivers 34 affordable homes for Lawrence Weston, plus 2 self-finish homes which are
also more accessible than open market homes.
An agreed local lettings policy ensures local people are given priority.
At a time of national economic crisis, the scheme provides £6.5m of economic activity, creating local
jobs and supporting local businesses.
A community land trust to hold ownership of the site ensures that the houses will remain under local
control and ownership, and creates a long-term asset supporting the community’s regeneration and
prosperity.
The designs meet very high ecological and energy efficiency standards, easily surpassing the
requirements of Bristol’s Heat Hierarchy and contributing to the city-wide task of achieving carbon
neutrality.
These are the homes that the community in Lawrence Weston want and need. We hope that the
committee will lend their support to this application.
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STATEMENT B4 – Jamie Siggers
Statement from Jamie Siggers, Board member of Ambition Lawrence Weston
April 2021
Dear Members of the Committee,
My name is Jamie Siggers, I am a board member of Ambition Lawrence Weston and I’ve in that
capacity I have been supporting the community since 2013 and working with Bristol City Council
departments to deliver a community-led housing scheme for Astry Close.
In all that time, the verges stand out as being one of the strongest issues in LW, in the
Neighbourhood Development Plan – and throughout the feasibility and design process for this
scheme. They are typically poorly maintained, muddy from car parking, and covered in litter. They
are not safe, suitable or pleasant for play or socialising, and we have confirmed that they have
almost no ecological value. They have a strong negative impact across the whole neighbourhood.
The NDP – which was written by and voted on by the community – specifically allows for the verges
to be used differently, including being built on if that’s the right solution.
The community’s designs aren’t getting rid of the verges – they are improving them by proposing
reducing them to a manageable scale, and designing them to reduce their misuse and maintenance.
The designs maintain a substantial 6m green verge including a footpath and planted with grass and
trees on Goodring Hill and barely change the current open space on Oakhanger Drive.
To be absolutely clear, this is not the result of pressure to squeeze more homes on the site or make
more money. Rather, it is a deliberate design choice, driven by and for the community which lives
here, is passionate about seeing improvement and sees these spaces as an issue that need resolving.
This community has chosen to stand by this proposal as the best and most appropriate way to
address, despite representation from the planning officer, based on his interpretation of their
Neighbourhood Development Plan.
We ask for your support to the community for this proposal.
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STATEMENT B5 – Roger Sabido
Statement from Roger Sabido, Member, Lawrence Weston NPF
I’m Roger Sabido, Lawrence Weston resident since 1980s, member of our Community-Led
Housing Group; one of those who helped draft our Neighbourhood Design Statement (NDS)
& our eventual Neighbourhood Development Plan.
As residents, our whole determination was, & is, to build a place of social cohesion where
residents are strongly attracted to remain and that generates a commitment to its
maintenance & improvement. We set out this goal plainly in both our NDS & our NDP.
Verges, their destruction & their abuse by vehicles has been a longstanding community
friction in Lawrence Weston — a very negative amenity value.
A topic raised strongly in the NDP, it was the most frequently raised issue in a recent
Community Survey.
Our Astry scheme specifically addresses these matters, resizing verges, designing streets &
spaces to foster a strong community through clustered groups of homes.
We were closely involved in the project’s co-design through 10 community workshops.
These community designed proposals all carry the repeated support of local residents.
We value our green space & say so in our NDP. But we highlight their considerable
problems, and the need for insightful, positive redesign. Hence Policy OPR1 & our Astry
scheme.
The NPF stance on parking/verge design is not unique to the Astry scheme. The same
has been emphasised to other LW developers.
Our Planning Forum are adamant the Astry scheme is fully compliant with the Lawrence
Weston NDP and its NDS, & urge the committee to support the wishes, work, & needs of our
residents.
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STATEMENT B6 – Sam Goss
My name is Sam Goss, I am the lead architect responsible for facilitating the co-designed Astry Close
scheme.
Our process has at every stage been based on consultation, data and understanding local need; and
has followed a structured, participatory co-design process that used research visits, planning for real
workshops, models, and virtual reality tools to enable residents' full involvement.
Every aspect of the scheme reflects local needs and aspirations, including the housing mix, internal
layouts, proximity between houses, parking arrangements, gardens and materials.
These proposals are overwhelmingly supported by the community, in particular the strong emphasis
on creating houses and not flats for local families, which determined the approach to the residents’
preferred layout.
Our view is that it strikes an appropriate balance between the need for efficient use of land required
by the Urban Living SPD, and the unequivocal desires of local residents.
Each fabric first, all-electric home has been proven to surpass the city’s sustainability standards for
energy use, daylighting, overshadowing, and overlooking, and houses are no closer in proximity than
in the exemplar schemes referenced in the SPD such as the Paintworks.
The ‘clustered’ approach directly reflects the desires of local residents for stronger community
connections, whilst the central, car free ‘Heart Space’ provides for both privacy and natural
surveillance over a new amenity space which is safe and designed to support residents.
The planning team would have you rip the heart out of this scheme, that local residents love, to
spare the grass verges, which they hate. Please support this scheme and respect the will of the
people of Lawrence Weston to enable their right to community empowerment.
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STATEMENT B7 – Steffie Broer
I’m the founder of Bright Green Futures and we build eco self-build housing communities. As such I
consider myself an expert on purpose-led housing that benefits communities and the planet. We
know Lawrence Weston well because we are currently building the Water Lilies Project also in
Lawrence Weston. This project received unanimous support at planning committee and will be first
zero carbon housing community with its own micro-grid and is 100% self and custom build.
I decided to found Bright Green Futures after building a house in the Yard community in St.
Werburghs. Living in this community changed my life and that of my children and all I wanted to do
after that is to enable others to do the same.
For the Yard the urban design team decided to allow the unusual designs because the project was
backed by the local community. This has been a huge success story, and the Sustainable Cities Team
of the Council always showcases it a the sustainable housing flagship project of Bristol. This project
was true placemaking and changed the whole area.
Based on this experience I very much see the value in empowering the local residents to decide and
approve what happens in their local communities, and to design their communities as they like
them. They know better than anyone else what is needed locally and I very much welcome and see
the successes resulting from the planning department staff working in mutual support with local
grassroots projects like the Astry Close project, and being openminded about the design ideas of the
local people.
The Astry Close project is unique in the way it is giving one of the most deprived communities and
residents in Bristol a voice, the very people who hardly ever feel heard. It is empowering, it is
bringing employment and wealth redistribution to Lawrence Weston, it is supporting to the poorest
people in the city, and it provides affordable housing too. I find this impressive and inspiring!
The local community organisation: Ambition Lawrence Weston who is behind this project, is highly
respected locally and highly acclaimed nationally. I have not seen another community organisation
which is so proactive and successful at making a difference locally. I know Mark Pepper who leads it
well and have full confidence that what ever he puts his hands on and his name behind, will be a
great success.
I have never come to a committee meeting to speak in support of a planning application, apart form
the ones we do ourselves. But I felt moved here to speak with you, to urge you to approve this
project and let them get on with it without further ado.
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STATEMENT B8 – Amy Smith
Hello my name is Amy Smith and I am a local resident of Lawrence Weston. I became involved with
the Lawrence Weston housing project in my search for better housing. Myself and my family
currently live in a council flat block in Lawrence Weston. Living in a block of flats and in social
housing for us has been a real challenge. When I heard about the chance to become involved in this
project, and be involved in the design and types of housing I was excited as I knew the challenges
first hand that families are facing I really don’t think that flats are a good place for children to live, as
there is no garden or outdoor space in most and safety and anti-social behaviour is also a worry. This
truly impacts children’s confidence and mental well-being. I believe this project will have such a
positive impact on Lawrence Weston and it offers the chance to so many to finally escape poorly
designed, in adequate, over-crowded or expensive housing. For myself it has given me a sense of
community spirit, I have met new people and gained an understanding about housing options. I’ve
even had neighbours and local people approach me to ask questions about the project. As a resident
actually having a voice in this from beginning to end has been truly inspiring, as in the end it will be
families like mine that get to live there.
Thank you
Amy
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STATEMENT B9 – Cllr Don Alexander
This application has been developed by Ambition Lawrence Weston, the holders of the Lawrence
Weston Neighbourhood Development Plan, and has involved a considerable amount of community
engagement. The site has long been a blot on the landscape and regularly attracts flytippers.
The benefits associated with this application are considerable, particularly the amount of social
housing and the houses' sustainability, all of which is well described in the officers' report.
Affordable housing is desperately needed in Lawrence Weston. The policy conflicts are largely to do
with design, an area which local residents are well qualified to meaningfully assess. At the heart of
these differences is the fact that the existing layout of the estate, whilst attractive in theory, in
practice often does not work well, as the very verges which are highlighted as a feature are often
used as car parks and informal workshops. This painful truth will be well known to all councillors
who have estates of this age in their wards. I know that this tension with existing policy has been
thoroughly considered by the applicant and I ask you to assess the application before you in this
light, giving full weight to their ability to judge what makes for an attractive and liveable
neighbourhood that they themselves would wish to live in.
Thank you.
Don Alexander, BCC councillor for Avonmouth & Lawrence Weston ward.
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